Position is this... Of course we would like to cooperate as far as really like to mention three points... resolution... 242... call for case fire
1. call call for cease
1. to re a....
2. 42
call for a cease fire
3. permit SecGen to do what he can to get negotiations going
Problem return to case fire line... resolution calls for Arab territory rightfully believe is thier. Image ....
pushed...pushed right out of it, what it move other.

What do you, two days from now when Israel is going at Damascus
WEverbody will want to go back to the cease fire line. We see what.
opxx on view is taken care of, events what timeing
We have no posxx problem re arti 242

I hope in no
Do have problems withi is
Its a bit difficult call for Arab to return to cease fire line
Has this come up...

UN instruments csanctify grabs of territory
I know. Most admit real problem in this

Admit but we will independant of leaders of... we do not want this to be settled by force

No don't want to do anything 242 is at not

Whey
Its asking arab govt. to move back lands which would be theres'

Only... slightly will be used for negotiation
If we can use it haven't but today the use very successfully over the last 5 years.
methods have for settling Mideast war, short war, grab territory, get UN to call cease fire and that way UN works against....

No, this has happened.

But suppose it happened. Suppose Israel says we won't stop until return to cease fire. Security Council resolution to that effect. Israel refuses to stop. Next thing we know sanctions against Israel for having risking encroachments beyond the cease fire line

Do you think meeting this evening anyway

Simply asking for it within the...

Possibly be difficult. Quite difficult tomorrow morning. If they are now in so far Israel pushed the Arab back beyond the cease fire line, cease to be a problem in respect, talk about

Start to push we will maintain....in New York. Work very closely with us worked it out to produce position you want

I think position we want is in both our long term interest what situation in Europe Arab grab of territory

No are arguments might middle east cease fire

Have to one at a time

I know. this is disagreement we already. I had during Ind Pac we will not take any...in the UN let UN be with the means of sanctifying agreements

You can argue: economics

Nobody does

Well if its is can't say cease fire. I will have line is on that bad

Start dbackground to the whole of this accompanied territory

I would suppose issue such it don not become Says practical situation situation refusal by Israel to, cease fire sanctions against Israel we bot problem.....